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We have developed a thermally actuated liquid microlens. An embedded thermoelectric element is

used to actuate the liquid based heat engine. A closed-loop system is harnessed to drive and stabi-

lize the temperature of the heat engine. Direct contact between the thermoelectric device and the

water results in greatly improved, sub-second thermal rise time (0.8 s). The water based heat engine

reacts to the variation in the temperature via expansion and contraction. In turn, the shape of a

pinned water-oil meniscus at a lens aperture is deformed in response to the net volume change in

the water, creating a tunable microlens. A method to fabricate microfluidic devices with relatively

high thickness (250–750 lm) and large length-to-depth aspect ratio (280:1) was developed and

used in the process. After fabrication and thermal calibration, optical characteristic of the microlens

was assessed. Back focal length of the microlens was shown to vary continuously from �19.6 mm

to �6.5 mm as the temperature increased from 5 �C to 35 �C. A thin film air was further introduced

to insulate the heat engine from the substrate to protect the microlens area from the temperature

fluctuation of the heat engine, thus preventing the change of the refractive indices and thermally

induced aberrations. Wavefront aberration measurement was conducted. Surface profile of the

microlens was mapped and found to have a conical shape. Both 3-dimensional and 1-dimensional

thermal models for the device structure were developed and thermal simulation of the device was

performed. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4885879]

I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of affordable miniaturized digital imaging

devices affects many aspects of people’s life. Nowadays, ev-

ery mobile phone has a small camera with an image quality

that rivals much more expensive cameras from a decade ago.

Capsule endoscopy is becoming a reality with the aid of

lower power CMOS, sensors, and microlenses.1 Many mod-

ern gadgets, for example, wearable head mounts displays,

are now equipped with tiny cameras that are fitted inside

their frames.2

From the perspective of lens designer, such miniaturized

cameras have been traditionally made with a voice coil

motor to move the lens barrel and provide a variable image

distance for the camera.3 These cameras are inherently

bulky, and in their basic design, they share the same focusing

mechanism as their bigger counterparts that are used in, for

instance, digital single lens reflex cameras. Thus, in order to

decrease the size and power consumption and increase focus-

ing speed of small cameras, liquid microlens alternatives

have been proposed in the past decade with proven commer-

cial success in niche applications like intra-oral cameras.4

Furthermore, numerous examples of liquid microlenses over

flexible and hemispherical shapes have also been exhibited.5

In focus tunable liquid lenses, various actuation mecha-

nisms have been used,6–12 including liquid gradient refractive

index,13 pneumatic,14 plasmofluidic,15 electrowetting,16,17

electroactive polymer mechanical pump,18 piezoelectric

bimorph actuators,19 stimulus responsive hydrogel,20,21 and

dielectric liquid lens,22 each having their own advantages.

Among the other actuation mechanisms, thermally driven

lenses inherit the simplicity of a thermal drive. Various resis-

tive based, thermopneumatically driven tunable microlenses

have been reported in recent years.23,24 Most of the thermally

driven liquid lenses rely on natural heat dissipation and thus

there exists a room for improvement in their cooling charac-

teristic in order to make them faster.

We recently reported a thermoelectric (TE) driven liquid

microlens which relies on the thermal expansion and con-

traction of the water inside a chamber to drive the lens.25,26

With the aid of a closed-loop driver and bi-directional heat

pumping mechanism, our microlens showed sub-second ther-

mal response time. In this paper, we present a comprehensive

study about the microlens structure, fabrication steps, optical

characteristic, and finally thermal behavior of the microlens.

II. DEVICE STRUCTURE AND METHOD OF
OPERATION

Figure 1 shows the cross section of the proposed design.

A TE element is placed and sealed on top of a deionized (DI)

water filled cavity that is made from poly(isobornyl acrylate)

(poly-IBA). On top of the thermoelectric element, a heatsink

is placed to dissipate the heat generated in the TE device.

Beneath the TE device, a water filled poly-IBA cavity

resides. This cavity is laid on top of a thin film of air and the

whole structure stands on top of a glass slide. Furthermore,
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this cavity is connected via a pair of water filled channels to

a pair of openings. One opening is used to inject the water

inside the cavity, which is then sealed by a sealing cap that is

made from polyethylene terephthalate (PET). The other

opening resides beneath an oil filled chamber and this open-

ing pins the water meniscus and forms the water-oil liquid

lens. The oil chamber itself is sealed with either a glass or

PET cover in different designs.

In order to activate the liquid lens, an electrical current

is passed through the TE element. Depending on the direc-

tion of current, the TE element in turn absorbs or injects ther-

mal energy into the water. As a result, the temperature of the

water inside the cavity changes. Because of this change in

the temperature, density of water is altered. Considering that

the mass of the water inside the heat pump is kept constant

in a moderately sealed system with negligible water leakage,

variation of the density results in a net volume change in the

water. Since water has a very large bulk modulus of around

2.2 GPa and thus being practically incompressible, this vol-

ume change would be reflected through the water channels

to the only deformable interface of the device, which is the

water-oil interface. Accordingly, the radius of curvature of

the spherical cap of the water meniscus on the latter opening

would change, and hence the focal length of the microlens is

modified. In addition, it is worth noting that in this design,

due to the aforementioned large bulk modulus of the water,

any water expansion or contraction inside the heat engine

will be reflected almost instantaneously to the water-oil me-

niscus. Therefore, the time-domain microlens curvature

change will not be affected by the pressure loss across the

water channel and the speed of the optical system will be

coupled to the speed of the thermal system and delays of the

hydraulic system will become less relevant.

Compared to gas based thermally driven liquid micro-

lenses,23,24 this all-liquid heat pump design is more resilient

to mechanical vibration since the buoyancy force acting on

the gas inside the heat engine is not present here.

Furthermore, construction of an all-liquid microlens design

is simpler due to the fact that the fluid of use for the heat

engine and one of the fluids of use for the optical design are

the same. Furthermore, there is no need to have a small air

bubble inside the water cavity to act as the heat pump.

In our previous design, the heat pump was directly laid

on top of the glass without a thin film air layer. The thermal

mass of the glass substrate was much larger than the thermal

mass of the heat pump and in order to improve the thermal

response of the system and further reduce the amount of

energy consumed to cool or heat the working fluid on the

heat pump, a thin film air layer was incorporated in this

improved design to partially insulate the glass substrate from

the heat pump. In addition, from the perspective of optical

designers, the water-oil interface became more thermally

insulated from the temperature fluctuations of the heat pump

and the temperature gradient in the microlens area was found

to be reduced with the aid of this embedded thin film air

insulator.

III. FABRICATION PROCESS AND DETAILED DEVICE
STRUCTURE

The device fabrication consists of three separate proc-

esses as shown in Figures 2(a)–2(i). In the first process, a bi-

layer poly-IBA structure is fabricated, as shown in Figures

2(a)–2(e). This structure is called the “structure-A.” This

structure-A holds the liquid pinning aperture that forms the

microlens. Furthermore, the oil chamber and the water cavity

for the heat engine are located in the “structure-A.” Lastly, it

contains two openings between the water cavity that consti-

tutes the heat pump of the microlens and the microchannels

beneath it, and one opening through which the water is

injected into the device. This bi-layer structure is first fabri-

cated on a temporary substrate, then peeled away. Since the

structure-A needs to be removed from the temporary sub-

strate, a coated glass is used in this step. First, a glass slide is

spin coated with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) precursor

layer (SYLGARD
VR

184, Dow Corning Co., Midland, MI,

USA) and then PDMS is cured for 3 h at 65 �C. It was found

that this PDMS coating has profoundly less adhesion to the

to-be-fabricated poly-IBA structure, when compared to a

bare or even a silanized glass and thus the poly-IBA structure

can be conveniently peeled after fabrication. In order to fab-

ricate the structure-A, first, a transparent mask is laid on top

of said PDMS coated glass substrate, as shown in Figure

2(a). The distance between the mask and the PDMS layer is

kept at 250 lm via liners. This liner thickness also defines

the channel height. Furthermore, it protects the mask from

collapsing onto the glass substrate since the capillary action

arising from the liquid poly-IBA precursor is powerful

enough to bend the flexible mask. In our fabricated device,

the length to height ratio is very large (70 mm/0.25 mm or

around 280:1). Therefore, the flexible mask used in the pro-

cess curves even if it is fixed at the edges with spacers. One

way to circumvent this mask bending is the use of more rigid

masks. However, such rigid masks are hard to peel away af-

ter device fabrication. Thus, one needs to find a way to use

flexible mask and yet retain a constant distance between the

mask and the substrate across the whole fabrication area.

Hence, a distributed spacer is used to evade aforementioned

issues. In this method, a couple of intentional dark rectangles

FIG. 1. Cross section of a thermoelectrically driven tunable liquid micro-

lens. On the left side, a small aperture would pin a water meniscus. Then,

the water-oil meniscus is formed inside the oil chamber. This meniscus that

constitutes two materials with different refractive indices forms the micro-

lens. An air gap between the heat engine and the substrate provides added

thermal insulation. (The figure is not to scale and dimensions are exagger-

ated to better represent various parts of the device.)
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are scattered onto the mask. Underneath them, extra liners

are laid to fortify the mask (see Figure 2(a)). Subsequently,

the void between the mask and the PDMS layer is filled with

the poly-IBA precursor.21 After filling the mask-to-glass gap

with the poly-IBA precursor, the working piece is exposed to

a collimated ultraviolet (UV) light source (OmniCure S2000,

Lumen Dynamics Group Inc., Mississauga, ON, Canada)

with a dosage of 196 mJ cm�2. Since poly-IBA acts as a neg-

ative photoresist, radiated areas are cross-linked and form

the structure. Once exposed, the mask is peeled away from

the glass and the residual poly-IBA precursor is washed

away with ethanol, as shown in Figure 2(b). This first layer

of the structure-A contains the holes for the microlens and

the openings to pass the water from channels to the heat

pump. In the next step and after rinsing and drying the work-

ing piece, another mask is laid on top of the structure, shown

in Figure 2(c). Then, the void between the mask and the first

layer of the structure-A is filled with the poly-IBA precursor

and the next layer with the thickness of 250 lm is fabricated

in a similar manner to the previous layer, giving a total thick-

ness of 500 lm, as shown in Figure 2(d). 500 lm spacers are

used in this step since the mask will be supported on the

glass, while the spacing between the mask and the first layer

should remain 250 lm. This second layer contains the oil

chamber and the water heat pump cavity. Finally, the bi-

layer structure-A is peeled from the PDMS coated glass with

the aid of a scalpel, as it is shown in Figure 2(e). It is found

that submerging the bi-layer structure into ethanol for tens of

minutes facilitates the peeling step. During this process, visi-

ble poly-IBA volume change is observed. We attribute it to

ethanol absorption into the poly-IBA network, which then

tends to increase the volume and expand the polymer net-

work. This results in a compressive stress that aids the

release of the fabricated layer from the substrate.

In a similar process, a pair of water microchannels are

fabricated on top of a 3 by 1 in. glass slide, as shown in

Figures 2(f) and 2(g). In order to fabricate these channels,

first a transparent and flexible mask is placed on top of the

glass substrate, shown in Figure 2(f). The void between the

mask and the glass is then filled with poly-IBA precursor.

The transparent mask is separated from the glass via 250 lm

liners. Next, it is exposed to a UV radiation of 196 mJ cm�2

to cross link the exposed areas of poly-IBA. This part of the

device is called the “structure-B,” shown in Figure 2(g).

With the aid of distributed spacers, a microfluidic layer with

a relatively high thickness of 250 lm and length of 60 mm

can be fabricated.

In the final step of the device structure fabrication, edges

of the microchannels on the structure-B are wetted with an

epoxy glue and then the structure-A is laid and pressed on

top of it, as can be seen in Figure 2(h). The structure-B con-

tains distributed dimples in order to support the structure-A

on top. After 30 min, the epoxy glue is cured and microchan-

nel is sealed. Without these dimples, dried poly-IBA could

crack when pressed against the glass due to excessive bend-

ing at the sides. We opted to use dimples instead of covering

the whole bottom area with the poly-IBA to provide extra

thermal insulation. Most of the area on top of the glass slide

of the structure-B is covered with air, which is a very good

thermal insulator.

Device structure fabrication is followed by final device

assembly. First, a type-T thermocouple sensor (Omega

Engineering Inc., Stamford, CT, USA) is put onto a prede-

fined recess and a small amount of thermally conductive ep-

oxy (Arctic Alumina
TM

, Arctic Silver Inc., Visalia, CA,

USA) is applied on it. This thermocouple later touches the

lower surface of the TE element and thus provides a temper-

ature feedback for the device controller. After sensor place-

ment, lower edges of the TE element (TE-65–0.6–0.8, TE

FIG. 2. (a) The mask for the first layer of the “structure-A” is put on top of

the PDMS coated glass. The mask is spaced 250 lm above the substrate

with the aid of liners and the inner spacing is filled with poly-IBA precursor.

(b) After UV irradiation, the poly-IBA precursor is cross-linked and the

layer that would make up the first layer of the “structure-A” is formed on

top of the glass slide with a thickness of 250 lm. (c) The mask for second

layer of the “structure-A” is put on top of the fabricated first poly-IBA layer.

This mask is spaced 500 lm apart from the substrate via liners. (d) On top of

the first poly-IBA layer, a second layer is formed that acts as a supporting

structure in addition to forming the water and the oil cavity. (e) The bi-layer

“structure-A” is peeled off from the PDMS coated substrate. It has a total

thickness of 500 lm. The four small apertures have a diameter of 1.5 mm

and the oil chamber has a diameter of 5.5 mm. (f) The mask for the bottom

layer is laid on top of a glass slide. Spacing between the mask and the glass

slide is held at 250 lm and the mask is supported by liners. (g) The poly-

IBA layer that would make up water channels and provide mechanical sup-

port for the “structure-A” is formed on top of the glass slide. This structure

is referred to as “structure-B.” (Small circular dimples provide mechanical

support for the layer that will be placed on top of them later.) (h) The

“structure-A” is laid on top of the “structure-B” and gaps between them are

sealed with a thin layer of epoxy. (i) The TE element and the thermocouple

sensor are laid on top of the device and sealed. After rinsing the device and

filling the inner cavity of the device with water through the aperture on the

right, the right aperture is closed with a PET cap. Finally, the oil chamber on

the left is filled with silicone oil and a PET sealing cap is laid on top of the

oil chamber.
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Technology, Inc., Traverse City, MI, USA) are coated with a

thin layer of the epoxy glue and it is placed on top of the de-

vice structure, thus forming the final device assembly. Next,

through the right hole of the microchannel, water is injected

into the device which fills the heat pump cavity and then

reaches the microlens opening. It was observed in our experi-

ment that the wall of the opening is hydrophilic, unlike the

upper surface of the poly-IBA, and the water is naturally

sucked into the aperture and fills the opening and then pins

at the upper edge of the left opening without the need of any

further treatment. The contact angle of the poly-IBA surface

is around 92� and thus water will not penetrate to the upper

chamber to wet the surface of the poly-IBA. Hence, a water

pinning boundary is formed at the upper edge of the opening

due to the physical shape of the structure and the observed

hydrophilicity of the walls of the poly-IBA. This edge at the

opening pins the water and forms the microlens. After water

filling, the upper chamber is filled with a silicone oil (DOW

CORNING
VR

550 FLUID, Dow Corning Co., Midland, MI,

USA). Since the refractive index of the silicone oil

(noil¼ 1.4935 at 25 �C) and the water (nwater¼ 1.3332 at

25 �C) differs, the deformed water-oil interface refracts the

light and acts as an optical microlens. Furthermore, since the

liquid to liquid interface has minimal surface roughness,28

the microlens surface profile remains optically smooth. After

the oil filling, the upper layer is sealed. The finalized device

is shown in Figure 2(i). Two different methods are used to

seal the oil chamber. In one method, a glass slide is laid on

top of the oil chamber and a small air bubble is intentionally

left inside the oil chamber to compensate for the liquid vol-

ume change. In another method, a deformable membrane

made from PET is then laid on top of the oil chamber to seal

the microlens. This uppermost layer of the lens should be de-

formable or other means of volume change compensation

should be provided in a sealed microlens design. Otherwise,

a plausible mismatch in the thermal expansion coefficient of

materials in the device structure and liquids will produce

enough pressure to break structural parts of the device. This

was manifested in some of our early experiments via break-

ing the microchannel sealing, which showed itself as a sud-

den leakage and the loss of the liquid. Finally, it is worth

noting that the diameter of the deformable membrane is

selected to be much bigger than the microlens aperture.

Hence, when the liquid volume change deforms the mem-

brane, the change in the membrane curvature is negligible

compared to the change of the radius of curvature of oil-

water meniscus and it does not affect the focal point of the

microlens. The final fabricated device is shown in Figure 3.

IV. THERMAL MODELING

In order to gain more insight about the device behavior

and so as to be able to optimize its characteristics, a model

that closely represents the device is constructed. In the case

of the proposed thermally actuated microlens, the most fun-

damental aspect of the whole system which governs its

behavior would be its thermal system. The emphasis is

mostly laid on the thermal heat engine. In this design, the

thermal system of the microlens consists of a couple of major

components. Based on the placement from bottom to top, the

model comprises:

1. Glass substrate: the glass substrate used in the microlens

acts as a thermal mass and also a heat radiator since it has

a relatively large surface area, which will dissipate the

heat through convection and radiation. While the device

is set at different temperatures, the glass substrate would

either absorb or release thermal energy towards the rest of

the thermal system.

2. Air gap: An air gap improves the response time of the sys-

tem and further insulates the heat pump from the sur-

roundings, which will lead to reduced energy

consumption. This air gap has a relatively large length to

depth ratio (around 40) and the heat convection is negligi-

ble.29 Furthermore, the heat capacitance of this air layer

can be omitted since the mass of it is almost zero in our

application, compared to the rest of the system. Thus, the

air gaps would act as a simple resistive layer between the

glass and the heat pump.

3. Poly-IBA: The whole body of the heat engine and the

bulk of the microchannels that connects the heat engine to

the microlens are made from poly-IBA. It possesses both

low thermal conductivity (0.2 W m�1 K�1) and low spe-

cific heat (1.1 J g�1 K�1),30 which makes it a good insulat-

ing material candidate.

4. Heat engine: At the center of the driving mechanism of

the microlens, a liquid filled heat engine resides. The

water that is encapsulated between the poly-IBA layer

and the TE element would undergo a volume change in

response to the temperature change and will drive the liq-

uid meniscus that forms the microlens. The heat engine

has a very high width to height ratio and on top, it is con-

nected to a TE element which has an alumina layer with

high thermal conductivity of 20 W (m K)�1 (As per infor-

mation provided by the TE manufacturer). As will be

shown later, lateral temperature gradient in the heat engine

is minimal and it empowers us to use a simpler 1-

dimensional (1D) thermal circuit model to further assess

the dynamic behavior of the microlens in a closed-loop

system.

5. TE element: On top of the water based heat engine, a ther-

moelectric element resides. The lower surface of the TE

element is thermally shorted to the thermocouple. As a

result, the thermocouple sensor provides a temperature

feedback from the lowermost layer of the TE device. As

FIG. 3. The fabricated device structure. The heatsink on top of the TE ele-

ment is removed and water inside the device is dyed for better clarity. The

water meniscus opening is shown as the inner aperture on the left. This aper-

ture would pin the water and form the microlens.
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will be shown later, because of the high thermal conduc-

tivity of alumina, the lowermost layer of the TE element

shows minimal temperature gradient and its temperature

changes homogeneously in the whole bulk of the layer

throughout the most of both transient and steady state

conditions. It means that the temperature feedback from

thermocouple represents the temperature of the whole

bulk of the lowermost alumina surface of the TE element.

Based on this, the TE element in conjunction to a thermo-

couple sensor and a proportional-integral-derivative (PID)

controller provides a closed-loop temperature controlled

source to drive the heat engine. One advantage of using a

thermoelectric element to drive a thermal system comes

from the fact that it can act as a bi-directional heat pump.

This bi-directionality results in a faster lens since the

cooling of the lens is not based on natural heat dissipation

and the closed-loop system can be designed to operate

with a slight overshoot, which in turn decreases rise time

and fall time.

6. Heatsink: On top of the TE element, one Aluminum based

heat sink is used to dissipate the generated heat. Thermal

mass of the heatsink is larger than the other components.

This big thermal mass in conjunction to the low thermal

resistivity constitutes a low pass filter that, from the per-

spective of a thermal circuit, effectively grounds the ther-

mal system and has positive effect on the stabilization of

the thermal system.

A 3-dimensional (3D) model of the device was devel-

oped in ANSYS workbench software package to evaluate

both transient and steady-state thermal response. Figure 4

shows the steady state temperature response to a DC input

voltage of 280 mV. As can be seen in Figure 4(a), visible

temperature gradient occurs mostly around the thermal

engine area. Furthermore, due to the thin air film, there is

only a negligible temperature fluctuation across the optical

parts of the device. It was found that for a steady state water

temperature of 15 �C, the temperature around the microlens

aperture changes by only �0.8 �C with regard to the ambient

temperature of 22 �C, compared to �1.2 �C in an embodi-

ment without the thin air film, which shows a 34% of

improvement. It is important to keep the temperature fluctua-

tion minimal at the water meniscus since the refractive index

is a function of the temperature and any temperature varia-

tion in the microlens will result in increased and uncontrolled

aberration. In addition, with regard to the normal plane of

the device (any plane parallel to the glass substrate), the tan-

gential component of the temperature gradient is minimal as

shown in Figures 4(b)–4(d) and the heat engine mostly has a

normal temperature gradient. As a consequence, the temper-

ature gradient can be adequately represented by a 1D thermal

model, which confirms our initial assumption of the applic-

ability of a 1D thermal model. Based on this, a lumped ca-

pacitance Cauer-network thermal circuit was developed as

can be seen in Figure 5. This model uses various lumped ca-

pacitance and resistance values for the materials that are

used in the device. In order to have a complete, thermal-

electrical circuit, thermoelectric parameters need to be added

to the thermal circuit. The thermal and electrical domains

interact through a dependent voltage source as shown in

Figure 5. Parameters and methods of modelling are thor-

oughly described elsewhere.31 Centered on this thermal-

electrical circuit, a SIMULINK model in MATLAB was

developed to simulate various response of the thermal sys-

tem. In Figure 6, the impulse function response of the system

is shown and compared with the ANSYS results. As can be

seen, the impulse function response of the 1D model closely

follows the result of the ANSYS transient thermal-electrical

simulation. In order to further validate the 1D model, the

closed-loop system behavior was assessed in the 1D model

and compared with the measured data. Results of the meas-

ured temperatures in comparison to the simulated data will

be presented in Sec. V.

FIG. 4. (a) Temperature distribution in the device structure. Steady state

temperature in the water chamber is 15 �C. (b) Temperature distribution in

the water filled regions of the device in steady state condition for the same

device. Note that the temperature gradient around the microlens aperture

area in the microchannel is minimal and almost negligible. This prevents re-

fractive index fluctuations due to the temperature change of the heat engine.

(c) Temperature distribution in the mid water plane after 3000 ms. As can be

seen, temperature is almost constant across the whole area. (d) Temperature

distribution in the mid water plane after 8300 ms at steady state condition.

Difference between maximum and minimum temperature is around 0.2 �C.
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V. CLOSED-LOOP EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A closed-loop feedback system was used to drive the TE

device. The temperature feedback was provided to a PID

controller (ATEC302NBM, Accuthermo Technology Corp.,

Fremont, CA, USA) via a type-T thermocouple junction

(Accuthermo Technology Corp., Fremont, CA, USA). The

microlens was placed on top of various images and the opti-

cal functioning of the lens was observed via a CCD equipped

stereoscope (MSZ-1500, Nikon Instruments Inc., Melville,

NY, USA), while the time domain thermal response of the

device was logged via a software interface provided for the

controller. In order to observe the change in the optical char-

acteristic as a function of the temperature, the temperature

was varied from 20 �C to 30 �C and vice versa. A median

temperature of 25 �C was chosen because it is close to room

temperature; therefore, the heat engine in its resting position

would only need a fraction of energy compared to extremum

temperatures.

After the system assembly and automatic calibration of

the controller, a response time shown in Figure 7 was

obtained. During the experiment, maximum supplied voltage

on the TE remained under 6 V and in the steady state, it

stayed around 2.8 V which is very low compared to, for

example, electrowetting-based microlenses. With regard to

Figure 7 and by examining the rising edge of the measured

temperature signal, a thermal rise time of 0.8 s was observed

for the device while going from 20 �C to 30 �C. This

response time was defined as the time needed for the temper-

ature difference to change from 10% to 90% of its final value

of 10 �C. Likewise, the fall time was measured to be 1.4 s

(not shown). As shown in Figure 7, the simulated and meas-

ured thermal response time show similar behaviour of a sec-

ond order PID governed system, which further validates the

1D thermal-electrical circuit. During the experiment as

anticipated, the water temperature change ultimately resulted

in a variation of focal length, which was clearly evidenced

by image modification compared to the initial condition,

which can be seen in Figure 8.

VI. OPTICAL MEASUREMENT AND
CHARACTERISTICS

A. Focal length measurement

One of the key characteristics of any lens is the focal

length. In order to measure the focal length of a microlens,

various methods have been proposed and used such as holo-

graphic microscopy,32 Mach–Zehnder interferometry,33 and

combined Twyman–Green and Mach–Zehnder interferome-

try.34 Most of the methods used to find focal spot of a micro-

lens, however, need relatively sophisticated optical setup and

FIG. 5. The thermal-electrical equiva-

lent circuit of the system. Abbreviations

used are as follows: R: Resistor. C:

Capacitor. G_A: Glass to ambient. G:

Glass. W: Water. TE: Thermoelectric

device. P: Thermal paste. HS: Heatsink.

T_SET: Setpoint temperature. T_A:

Ambient temperature. T_W: The tem-

perature of lower TE plate which is in

touch with the water. ELEC: Electrical.

DV_EQ_TH: Equivalent voltage of the

TE element. Q_TE_A: Absorbed heat

at the lower TE plate. Q_TE_B:

Injected heat at the upper TE plate. The

controller senses T_W and supplies

V_IN to the Thermoelectric device in

order to stabilize T_W at T_SET.

FIG. 6. Impulse response of a 3D thermal-electrical multiphysics model

solved in ANSYS compared to the 1D circuit model developed in MATLAB

SIMULINK. An impulse with a magnitude of 2 V and duration of 2 s is

applied to the system to assess transient responses of both models.

FIG. 7. The thermal-circuit-based simulated and the experimental time-

domain step function thermal response of the device. A step function of

30 �C (an increment of 10 �C) is applied at the time instant of 10 s to the

system.
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a simple method that results in a measurement with adequate

accuracy is needed. In our previous works, we used an image

tracking optical table apparatus to find the focused image of a

collimated and expanded HeNe (633 nm) single mode

Gaussian laser beam to spot the focal point. In this method,

the said light source illuminates the lens and then a CCD sen-

sor on a linear translational stage is moved on the optical axis

of the lens to find the point, wherein the focused spot of the

lens has the minimal diameter. Because of spherical aberra-

tion, the resulting spot does not resemble a diffraction limited

airy disk. Instead, it becomes a larger circular image and the

axial position that corresponds to the circle of the least confu-

sion is used as the reference in which the focal point is meas-

ured. After finding said position, the distance between the lens

and the CCD imager is measured which equals the focal

length. There is, however, a fundamental problem in this

method which limits its functionality to the measurement of

the lenses with positive focal lengths. In a lens with a negative

focal length, the image distance of a collimated light source

will become negative resulting in a virtual image and thus it

cannot project a focused point image on the CCD. In order to

circumvent this issue, a plano convex auxiliary lens with an

aperture diameter of 25 mm and a focal length of þ100 mm is

added between the lens and the CCD imager. Then in a simi-

lar method as above, the distance of the circle of least confu-

sion is measured from the auxiliary lens and later, based on

lensmaker’s equation, the position of the virtual image is cal-

culated which results in an indirectly measured focal point.

This method works satisfactorily yet it gives rise to an addi-

tional source of error from the auxiliary lens itself. For exam-

ple, in our setup, the tolerance mentioned by the manufacturer

for the focal point of the auxiliary lens is 2%, which results in

a 62 mm deviation in the focal length measurement. In addi-

tion, based on lens specification provided by manufacturer,

chromatic aberration adds þ0.7 mm of shift in the focal

length. Furthermore, in the commonly used translational stage,

it is hard to find the distance between the origin on the transla-

tional stage and the placement of the optical object that sits on

it. This adds an extra measurement error in assessing various

distances on the optical setup. Based on our previous experi-

ment, we know that this microlens has a focal length range of

approximately just a couple of mm up to a couple of tens of

millimeter. Thus, even without considering aberration, it is

conceivable to see that various errors are added up and cumu-

lative error becomes comparable to the focal length of the

microlens itself.

In order to address the aforementioned issues, an

improved, simpler and direct focal length measurement ap-

paratus is designed as shown in Figure 9. From left to right,

this setup consists of a collimated light source, a reference

translational stage with a latch to clip various optical objects

onto it, a plano concave lens with f¼ 100 6 2 mm focal

length and 25 mm diameter which sits roughly at twice its

focal length from the optical object, and finally a CCD

imager that is positioned at around twice focal length of the

auxiliary lens from the auxiliary lens. The collimated light

source can be thought of as an infinitely far object for the ap-

paratus, and the optical object that sits on the reference trans-

lational stage can be considered a light modulator that

creates an intermediate object, which will be reproduced af-

ter passing through the lens onto the CCD imager.

In order to set up the apparatus, the first step consists of

fine tuning the apparatus. Initially, an image printed on a

thin transparent film is positioned on the reference transla-

tional stage, which is fixed at the origin. Then, the collimated

light produces an intermediate object which is the light that

is modulated by the thin film. Next, by slightly moving the

auxiliary lens and the CCD imager, the position wherein the

sharpest image is formed on the CCD imager is found.

Finally, the position of the auxiliary lens and the CCD

imager is fixed and the apparatus is now calibrated. In other

words, the optical setup now projects the object that sits on

the origin of the reference translational stage (that we called

the intermediated object) to a focused image on the CCD.

This apparatus can be used now to accurately measure

the focal point of a given microlens. In the first step, the lens

is placed on the reference translational stage and replaces the

transparent film. Next, the collimated light source illuminates

the microlens and forms an intermediate object which is the

circle of least confusion. This intermediate object forms at a

position that is anywhere in mm range from the microlens

since the range of the focal length of the investigated

FIG. 8. Captured images through a microscope and the microlens. (a) An initial image at 20 �C. (b) An image from the same object at 25 �C. (c) The image at

30 �C. As can be seen here, by increasing the temperature, microlens becomes more diverging and the resulting image becomes smaller.

FIG. 9. Focal length measurement setup. It consists of three translational

stages on top of a precision optical rail. A collimated light source from the

left illuminates the microlens that is placed on the first stage, i.e., the refer-

ence translational stage. The focused image of the collimated beam after

passing through the microlens will act as an object for the auxiliary lens,

which in turn projects it onto the CCD sensor. By fine tuning the reference

translational stage, the place of the projected image of the microlens will

align with the calibrated origin of the setup. The distance traveled by said

translational stage “F” equals the additive inverse of the focal length of the

microlens.
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microlens is anticipated to be a couple of mm to tens of mm.

This intermediate object would act as a newly formed optical

object for the auxiliary lens. Now the reference translational

stage is moved until the circle of the least confusion is repro-

duced on the CCD imager. When the sharpest image with the

smallest circle of confusion is found on the CCD imager, the

relative movement of the reference translational state com-

pared to the origin point is measured. Because the initial

object is a collimated light source, the position of the interme-

diate object after passing through the microlens represents the

focal point of the microlens. Thus, the measured distance

stands for the additive inverse of the focal length of the micro-

lens as the reference translational stage is relocated to a point

to compensate for the movement of the intermediate object.

Hence with this apparatus, we are able to accurately measure

both positive and negative focal length of the microlens and

errors will be limited only to the measurement accuracy of the

optical table and translational stage.

With the aid of the aforementioned setup, the back focal

length of the microlens was measured while the temperature

was changed from 5 �C to 35 �C. Measurement of the back

focal length is more meaningful in this experiment since it is

hard to spot the exact position of the principal planes of the

microlens. Thus, it is more suitable to define the distance of

the focal spot from the outermost surface of the glass sub-

strate, and hence the back focal length is measured. The

experiment was conducted in both increasing temperature

and decreasing temperature. The results are shown in Figure

10. As it can be seen, the lens showed a small amount of hys-

teresis, comparable to hysteresis shown in electrowetting.35

We believe that this hysteresis is due to advancing and

receding contact angle hysteresis at the pinning edge of the

water-oil meniscus. The microlens showed a back focal lens

from �19.6 to �6.5 mm. In the sample tested, the water me-

niscus had a convex shape and bulged into the oil chamber.

As a result, the microlens became a diverging lens.

B. Surface profile and aberration measurement

In practical application, it is constructive to measure the

aberration of the microlens. A Shack-Hartmann wave-front

sensor (WFS150C, Thorlabs Inc., Newton, NJ, USA) was

used to extract the wavefront profile of a collimated light

source after passing through the microlens. In the setup used,

a HeNe light source was used. Light source from the laser is

a Gaussian beam and thus care was taken to put the lens well

within the Rayleigh length of the laser source. Similar to

methods mentioned in earlier works from our group,36,37 the

wavefront data measurement was used to construct the sur-

face profile of a sample microlens at a temperature of 22 �C
and a focal length of �8.1 mm. The resulting microlens pro-

file is shown in Figure 11. In addition to compiling the

microlens surface profile, calculated microlens sag can be

used to gain more insight about the microlens shape. Based

on the surface profile data, a curve fitting code developed in

MATLAB was used to fit the surface profile into a conical

FIG. 10. The back focal length of a sample of microlens as a function of

temperature. The back focal length has negative values since the microlens

has a convex water-into-the-oil meniscus shape, which forms a diverging

microlens. The microlens shows a slight hysteresis, similar to electrowetting

and some other liquid microlenses.

FIG. 11. Microlens sag. Sag is calculated from the wavefront aberration data

that are extracted from a Shack-Hartmann sensor. The result is from a sam-

ple microlens at a temperature of 22 �C and a back focal length of �8.1 mm.

FIG. 12. Microlens surface profile (sag) as a function of the radial distance

from the optical axis. The result is from a sample microlens at a temperature

of 22 �C and a back focal length of �8.1 mm.

TABLE I. Microlens surface profile fitting parameters.

Parameter Conical fit 4th aspheric fit

C (curvature) [mm�1] 3.0221 2.93

K (conic constant) �3.4322 �2.322

A4 (4th order aspheric term) [mm�3] N/A �1.285

RMSE (root mean square of error) [lm] 6.51 6.48
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shape and a 4th order aspheric shape. In this calculation, the

microlens sag was fitted by the generalized aspheric lens

equations. Aspheric surface profiles have been traditionally

defined with the following equation:

Z sð Þ ¼ Cs2

1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 1þ kð ÞC2s2

p þ A4s4 þ :::; (1)

whereas Z represents sag, C the radial distance from the opti-

cal axis, K the conic constant, A4 the 4th order aspheric term,

and higher orders are truncated here. The scatter plot and the

best fitted curve for a conical surface profile are shown in

Figure 12. As shown, the microlens has a spherical surface at

the center and towards the edges, it becomes linearly shaped.

Results of the curve fitting parameters are tabulated in Table

I. In one scenario, the conic lens (no aspheric terms) is used

and in the other, 4th order aspheric term is added to demon-

strate any positive effect on finding a better fitting and reduc-

ing the root mean square of error of the fitted curve. As

shown in Table I, the conical profile suffices and there is no

valuable error reduction by adding the 4th order aspheric

term. In addition, as can be seen in Table I, in either case the

surface profile is hyperbolic. It is anticipated since the water-

oil interface is pinned at the edges of the aperture and thus

the closer to the edges, the more linearly shaped surface pro-

file we will see.

Finally, the wavefront aberration is represented in Table

II, in terms of Zernike polynomials. From Table II, we can

see that the microlens has a spherical aberration of 0.312

wavelength.

VII. CONCLUSION

A thermally actuated, thermoelectrically driven liquid

microlens was developed. Integration of the thermoelectric

device into the liquid chamber resulted in more responsive

microlens. Segregation of the heat engine liquid chamber

and the substrate resulted in reducing the temperature fluctu-

ation on the optical parts of the microlens device. A 3D

model was developed to assess the thermal behavior of the

device. Based on the 3D model results, validity of using a

1D model was checked and a lumped capacitance thermal

circuit for the device was developed.

From optical standpoint, an improved focal length mea-

surement set-up was used to measure the focal point of the

microlens. A closed-loop system was harnessed to drive the

microlens at various temperatures and the resulting back

focal length was measured. Microlens aberration was meas-

ured with a Shack-Hartmann wave-front sensor. The surface

profile of the lens was deduced and found to be a conical

surface.

A practical microfluidic fabrication method was also

developed. The method proposed here can similarly be used

in fabricating other microfluidic systems. Compared to other

omnipresent manufacturing methods, for instance, the use of

SU-8 photoresist to realize a microfluidics device, the pro-

posed method provides a simple way to make a device with

relatively high (250–750 lm) thickness and at the same time

very high length to thickness ratios (280:1 in our case).

In future works, the device packaging and sealing will

be improved to reduce gradual water evaporation.

Furthermore, the same driving mechanism will be used to

actuate an array of microlenses and different aperture sizes.

In addition, reducing the thermal budget of the microlens is

needed to increase the speed and reduce the energy con-

sumption of the microlens, thus opening the door for practi-

cal applications of the thermally driven liquid microlenses.

Based on this, emphasis will be put on reducing the size of

the liquid chamber and the whole thermal engine. The use of

liquids with higher thermal expansion is considered as an

option to increase the effect of the liquid thermal expansion

on the tunability of the microlens. With additional improve-

ment, the thermoelectrically driven microlens will be tai-

lored to meet demands of various applications that need

tunable liquid microlenses, in a relatively simple package.
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